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Take a look back on the summer of
2022. Maybe you went on a camping
trip or attended a pool party. Perhaps
you took the time to visit the family and
friends you’ve missed these past
couple of years. Maybe you had a
staycation because of fuel prices and
became the world’s biggest fan for
your local baseball team. Regardless
of your plans, one thing was true for all
of us. It was hot this summer. While
you may have spent the heat waves at
the beach, eating popsicles, or even in
your house with air conditioner cranked
up, the world outside had to cope with
the rising temperatures in different
ways.

Climate Change

The True Armyworm

Climate change is giving us more heat waves
than ever before. They are affecting us humans,
but also all kinds of wildlife, including – the often
forgotten - insects. Insects cannot maintain
their own body temperature like us, so extremely
high temperatures can have serious
consequences for our six-legged friends.

Much like Florida-bound snowbirds, the true armyworm
(a type of moth) doesn’t like being too hot, or too cold. In
the fall, they head south to stay warm all winter. In the
spring things start getting a little too hot for them, so they
come back north where is supposed to be a little bit cooler
(and also where they eat a lot of the farmer’s crops). With
climate change, they may be flying out of the frying pan
and into the fire. High temperatures (think 30°C+) have
been shown to cause death of eggs and caterpillars and
can cause adults to lay less eggs than usual. Altogether,
this means that heat waves are bad news for this species.
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Metamorphosis
As if things were not bad
enough, we are also
ignoring metamorphosis
(that
stage
between
caterpillar and moth).
During this time the future
moth is hidden away as a
pupa on or just below the
surface of the ground
where it can’t move out of
the heat. So, what effect
would a heat wave have
during metamorphosis In
the
true
armyworm?
Recently I have learned
that it’s not good...

What
Happened?
To simulate a heat wave,
moth pupae were put In
30°C for 48 hours. The heat
wave started at different
times to see If timing
played a part. Mixing was
also done to see If males
or females were affected
more by heat waves.

Results
Overall, heat waves were bad for the poor true armyworm. Most
successfully survived to adulthood at which point, things went a
little south. Adult moths that experienced a simulated “heat
wave” (48 hours in 30°C):
mated less
laid fewer eggs
laid fewer fertile eggs
All of this means that heat waves can lead to less offspring for
these moths and they may not be able to stick around much
longer.
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What Would You Do?

So, what would you do if you were the true armyworm? If the moths
migrate as normal and experience heat waves and high temps, the
species may decline. If temperatures rise steadily, they may go even
further north every year to avoid overheating but they may not have
farmer’s fields to rely on if they head too far north. They also risk
dying when cold weather hits if they migrate too late into the fall.

Up Next

Research will focus on how a single hot day can impact the true
armyworm and if it differs from a two-day heat wave. The physical effect of
heat during metamorphosis may also be examined, such as why they
mated less than normal after a heat wave or why they laid less eggs than
normal.
The true armyworm moths communicate using smells. The female moth
fans out her special perfume when she is sexually mature, and the male
moths can use their noses – well actually, their antennae – to find her. At
this point, the female can decide if she likes the smell and look of the male
before deciding to mate with him. The heat wave during metamorphosis
may have affected this process by making the moths smell bad, or by
changing their sense of smell (also known as their olfactory system).
Both male and female moths are responsible for helping to produce eggs
(especially fertilized eggs) so the heat wave also had a physical effect on
post-copulatory (after sex) mechanisms which are worth examining
further.

In a broader view, the
true armyworm
population will be
monitored to see the
effects of climate change
in real time.
In the meantime, enjoy
your popsicles and air
conditioning but every
time the heats feels just a
little too unbearable, think
of the insects.

